
Column1 Workshop Recommendation (8/6/2021) Current Reality (Staff to fill in ) Recommendation Status Final Outcome & Why

L4
Transparency in plans review - building community would like to know who all is involved in 
their plans review so they can contact them with specific questions 

Comment letters have been updated to provide reviewer 
information from both Planning and Public Works Accepted

10/27/21-Comment letters now list all reviewers names and 
contact info so they can be contacted directly. 

L5 Projects approved in fewer cycles Accepted
Agreed - need to use this weekly process to determine how 
to get there.

L6 A system prompt that informs reviewers that the project has been through too many cycles

When project have many new or repeat comments after the 
initial submittals, staff will often request a comment review 
meeting be held prior to resubmission. Under Review

Requires potential automated upgrade to current permitting 
system. Will continue to review feasibility. Interim process 
utilizing project managers notifying supervisor to be explored

L7 Comment review meetings after initial comments are provided to building community
Currently held when requested by developer/engineer.  
Meetings after each review for each project may not be feasible. Not Accepted

10/27/21- Comment review meetings will be held either at 
the request of the consultant/developer, or at the request of 
the DSC Project Coordinator.  Meeting after each review for 
each project is not feasible. 

L8
Determine a threshold to hold an in-person stakeholder meeting once plans reach a certain 
cycle in review Same as line 6 and 7 Under Review

L9

While reviewing plans, separate the stormwater review so the entire project does not get 
held up.  Building community can move forward with plans while working through 
stormwater regulations separately Accepted

Concerns that re-work of the plans may be necessary for 
conflicts, grading etc. 
10/27/21 - Staff agrees to create a process to review 
Modified Existing Conditions SWMM Models ahead of full 
site plan submittal.  This is happening on a case-by-case basis 
now, however staff has initiated creating a new Accela 
record type, submittal form, and process to formalize.

L10
Technology advances in Accela.  Workflows need to communicate process better and more 
timely. Accepted Agreed - should be updated through PermitStat process

L11

Pivot to post submittal meetings (with plans that are not fully engineered) to iron out all 
issues before the plans are fully engineered by building community.  This is a standard in 
Newport News.

Presubmittal meetings currently take place to provide high level 
issues and potential concerns. Accepted

10/27/21 - Presubmittal meetings are in place.  
Developers/consultants have the option to request post-
submittal or comment review meetings.

L12 Find solution for 100 year storm design that does not result in "urban ugliness" Accepted and Needs Approval 10/27/21- Same as L14

L13
Identify what public infrastructure needs to be constructed to augment the 10 year storm 
systems that were previously designed

PW is currently working on Master Drainage Study to identify 
projects and prioritize. Accepted

10/27/21 - PW working on Master Drainage Study and 
coordinating CIP projects

L14
Find a middle ground between the previously implemented 10 year storm development 
and the new 100 year storm regulations Accepted and Needs Approval

10/27/21 - Draft Small Project proposal requires storage 
based on increased runoff from 10yr storm but still checks for 
flood carrying capacity for 100yr storm. 

L15
Find solution for developers being held responsible for existing water flowing under public 
right of ways.

This is a policy issue that will need to be addressed with City 
Council as there will likely be funding implications for Capital 
Projects should the responsibility for addressing this water shift 
to the City. Not Accepted

10/27/21 - No changes are proposed that would eliminate 
'backflow' of water onto a property, however, see answer to 
L17 for accuracy standards.

L16 Can reviews for duplexes follow same process as reviews for single family homes? Not Accepted Not permitted by state code.

L17

Address offsite water on surrounding properties that drain through properties being 
constructed.  It is nearly impossible to address the standing water without a negative 
effect.  Holding the 0.00

While the number "0.00" is not usually expressed. The standard 
for stormwater treatment has always been "no increase in 
runoff".  Meaning, this is not a change with the new design 
standards. Accepted and Needs Approval

10/27/2021 - Proposed regulation changes modify the 
criteria of no impact to 0.0

L18 Freeboard requirements - 2 feet
Two feet of freeboard required above 100-yr. FEMA floodplain or 
modeled HGL. Accepted and Needs Approval

Depends on outcome of changes to PWDSM if this is 
necessary. Also requires for it to be reviewed if we are 
receiving points in the CRS program for requiring 2 ft 
freeboard above HGL.
10/27/21-Proposed criteria still assume 2' of freeboard 
required however it would be from 100yr HGL elevation at 
nearest existing or proposed public drainage structure.

L19

Large infill developments: stormwater design required before developer knows if the 
project will move forward in rezoning and entitlement.  Money is already invested in design 
before entitlement is granted. 

Preliminary Stormwater Analysis are very time consuming for 
both development community and staff.  Staff would suggest 
truly preliminary/high-level designs be submitted to avoid 
unnecessary rework.  Would need Council support. Accepted and Needs Approval

10/27/21 - Preliminary Stormwater Analysis criteria will be 
redefined and drafted by staff and submitted for a future 
small group to comment on. 
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L20
Give developers a place at review meetings, can solve problems in real time and hear both 
sides of the story. 

Developers are invited to all comment review meetings for 
projects.  Developers are copied on all comment/review letters. Accepted

10/27/21- Developers are copied on all comment/approval 
letters and are invited to all review meetings.  Developers 
contact information is also required in order to request a pre-
submittal/pre-design meeting

L21
Look into bluebeam software that Suffolk uses - includes pictures to help everyone 
understand the project better.

DSC Project Managers compile comments and send in 
comprehensive comment letter. Under Review

Can be explored in the future however focus should be on 
the changes to the SW regulations in the PWDSM

Under Review 3
Not Accepted 3
Accepted 7
Accepted & Needs Approval 5
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L5 Increase modeling tolerance from 0.00%

Up stream and down stream areas cannot have increases in 
flooding of more than 0.00 ft. in an area modeled to have existing 
flooded conditions. Accepted and Needs Approval 10/27/21 - Proposed tolerance drafted at 0.0'

L6 Eliminate 1.5' sea level rise requirement
1.5' sea level rise is currently included in the boundary condition 
for each of the model parameters. Accepted and Needs Approval

Staff has discussed the potential to remove 
the 1.5' sea level rise from conditions where 
the City can be prepared to combat impacts of 
sea level rise (100 year storm where 
protection projects are proposed)
10/27/21 - Proposed regulation changes 
eliminates 1.5' SLR from 100 yr. storm

L7 Remove 0.01 design parameter See line 26 Accepted and Needs Approval 10/27/21 - Same as L4

L8 No modeling 
Usage of SWMM modeling software required for projects >20k of 
land disturbance. Accepted and Needs Approval

10/27/21- Modeling required for projects 
>20,000sf of new impervious area.  This will 
reduce the number of projects that need to 
use SWMM.  Staff is also working on a SWMM 
checklist to aid in model prep and review.

L9 Re-evaluate definition of "check storm" 100-year requirement.  Accepted and Needs Approval

Staff has discussed the conditions of the check 
storm requirements and will provide a 
detailed proposal for stakeholders to react to.
10/27/21 - Modified how 100 yr. storm is used 
for small projects and how 100 yr. is used for 
freeboard requirement.

L10 No 100-year storm check requirement for <20K Accepted and Needs Approval

10/27/21 - Draft Small Project proposal 
requires storage based on increased runoff 
from 10yr storm but still checks for flood 
carrying capacity for 100yr storm. 

L11 Use 100 year storm only as a "check" Accepted and Needs Approval
10/27/21 - Same as L9.  For small projects 0.8D 
is proposed as tailwater condition

L12 8.3 adjust threshold for SWMM analysis based on additional imp. not LD

Section 8.3 of the PWDSM currently allows for this simpler review 
process which does not require the use of PCSWM for land 
disturbance <20,000 square feet. Accepted and Needs Approval

Impact noted in review of models shows that 
watershed wide impact is shown in increased 
impervious area between 20,000-25,000 
square feet.
10/27/21 - Same as L7

L13 Increase completeness/accuracy of submitted plans

Plans are checked for completeness prior to intake however 
modeling information cannot be checked until it is assigned to 
DSC review engineers. Accepted

Completeness of plans from the design 
consultant is necessary to limit resubmittals 
and limit comments. Staff is exploring a 
checklist to help QA/QC before submittal
10/27/21 - Staff compiling new SWMM 
checklist and will review submittal forms to 
ensure they are complete/descriptive

L14 <20,000 sf duplex lots to be reviewed like single family
State code allows for one single-family development on one lot 
to have different standards than all other forms of development. Not Accepted

Though not accepted due to conflicts with 
state requirements, ways to try to simplify the 
design are under review.

L15 Re-evaluate definition of "small projects" <20,000 sf See line 12 Accepted and Needs Approval 10/27/21 - Same as L7

L16 Reduce technical complexity of design Accepted

Comprehensive set of proposed changes to be 
presented by staff Friday that will hopefully 
simplify design for certain projects.

Sm
all projects, Redevelopm

ent, &
 Infill (<20,000 sq. ft)
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L17 Use FEMA elevation to set finish floor

Finished floor elevation is required to include freeboard (+2 ft) 
above either the Flood Zone Elevation requirement or the 
Hydraulic Grade Line, whichever is higher. Not Accepted

Freeboard is a requirement of the floodplain 
management ordinance and is part of the 
City's points gained in the CRS program. 
Allowances in the height requirements and 
allowing for dry floodproofing for non-
residential structures are being explored by 
staff to remove limitations caused by meeting 
the finished floor requirement.
10/27/21 - Proposed criteria still assume 2' of 
freeboard required however it would be from 
100yr HGL elevation at nearest existing or 
proposed public drainage structure.

L18 2' requirement from static model, not HGL to the site from static Accepted and Needs Approval Same as L16
L19 Pro rata option for small projects Not Accepted 10/27/21 - Not accepted at this time

L20 Adjust zoning ordinance to modify % imp coverage allowed
Zoning Ordinance in the North End Overlay District specifically 
limits the amount of impervious coverage is permitted on a lot. Not Accepted

Current development has trouble meeting the 
stormwater criteria with less impervious. 
Additional impervious will only exacerbate the 
problem.

L21 Volume based storage requirement based on fill Accepted and Needs Approval

Based on public comments and complaints, 
the usage of fill has provided significant 
impacts to both drainage and aesthetics.
10/27/21 - Volume based requirements 
included in Draft Small Project Design Criteria

L22 Go back to state regs for small projects
All projects must the requirements of the PWDSM which 
incorporates sea level rise and increased rainfall for resiliency Not Accepted

10/27/21 - Draft Small Project proposal 
incorporates an alternative option for 
developers.

L23 Workshop Recommendation (8/13/2021) Current Reality (Staff to fill in ) Recommendation Status Final Outcome & Why
L24
L25 Remove 2' freeboard requirement See line 16 Not Accepted

L26 Change 0.00 impact to 0.0

Up stream and down stream areas cannot have increases in 
flooding of more than 0.00 ft. in an area modeled to have existing 
flooded conditions. Accepted and Needs Approval

Propose to change to 0.0 ft tolerance. ACOE 
deviation for modeling is noted to be at 0.05 
ft. 

L27 Eliminate 0.01 design standard See line 26 Accepted and Needs Approval
10/27/2021 - Proposed regulation changes modify 
the criteria of no impact to 0.0

L28
Increase allowable 100 year tolerance.  Chesapeake is 0.1 allowable, why so 
different? See line 26 Accepted and Needs Approval

10/27/2021 - Proposed regulation changes modify 
the criteria of no impact to 0.0

L29 Increase 0.01' HGL threshold See line 27 Accepted and Needs Approval
10/27/2021 - Proposed regulation changes modify 
the criteria of no impact to 0.0

L30
Separation from groundwater for underground storage (flexibility due to 
coastal conditions)

Separation from groundwater (freeboard) required to meet state 
clearinghouse requirements for water quality. Variances currently 
granted by staff for certain underground detention systems 
within proximity to groundwater level with certain design 
protections for water quantity only. Accepted

Need to review if there is a more efficient way 
to allow design for water quantity without 
requiring the need for a variance. 
10/27/21 - Variances can be requested for 1' 
groundwater separation OR can incorporate 
groundwater baseflow into design.

L31 Urban development is confined by space, need regional approach 
Each site is required to meet the requirements of the PWDSM on 
site. Under Review

10/27/21- PW looking at regional options with 
CIP

L32 Eliminate 1.5' sea level rise requirement See line 6 Accepted and Needs Approval
10/27/21- Proposed regulation changes 
eliminate 1.5' SLR from 100 yr. storm

L33 Modified criteria in areas with existing flooding
Areas with modeled existing flooded conditions require 0.00' 
impact upstream and downstream. Accepted and Needs Approval

10/27/21-  No changes are proposed that 
would eliminate 'backflow' of water onto a 
property, however, see answer to L26 for 
accuracy standards.
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L34 Pro rata share for some portion of treatment
Pro rata share for water quality or quantity not currently regular 
practice without an identified project. Not Accepted 10/27/21 - Not accepted at this time

L35 Permit infiltration to count down runoff Accepted and Needs Approval
10/27/21 - Accepted with additional factors of 
safety for larger storm events.

L36 FF = 1.0' above 100 year storm See line 16 Not Accepted

Under Review 1
Not Accepted 8
Accepted 3
Accepted & Needs Approval 18
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Column1 Workshop Recommendation (8/20/2021) Current Reality (Staff to fill in ) Recommendation Status Final Outcome & Why Notes from 9/17/21 Meeting

L5 Improve variance process & communication (consider conditional approval with direction) Accepted

L6 Simple/high level analysis for prelim NWM analysis 

Preliminary Stormwater analysis currently necessary 
for discreationary applications in the southern 
watershed. Information necessary has become more 
complex. 

Accepted and Needs Approval

L7 Reach out to design community to address concern befor review letter is written Accepted

L8
Define what stormwater question needs answer for rezoning and only answer high level 
questions

Accepted and Needs Approval

L9 Only require preliminary stormwater analysis prior to rezoning Accepted and Needs Approval
L10 When looking at lowering HGL, apply "KISS" principle Accepted and Needs Approval See L9 from August 27.

L11
When addressing comments, engineers actually do what they say they did to address 
comments

Accepted See  L5 from August 27.

L12 Allow private BMP infiltration to be used in the calculations Previous interpretation of the PWDSM noted that Accepted and Needs Approval Accepted and Needs Approval under met Consensus on 9/17.

Suggested infiltrations run proportional to the level of the 
storm, using another 50% factor for safety as you move up in 
event (10-year storm is 25% to 100-year stormat 12.5%).  BMP 
maintenance needs to be taken into account, but who is 
responsible for that?  Consensus on percentage.  

L13 Eliminate prelimiary stormwater analysis (or reduce complex) Under Review
To be discussed in greater detail on Oct. 1st Meeting. See L10 
of August 27.

L14 Modify criteria for swales greater than 18" to be designed as BMP - reove req

Swales greater than 18" are considered part of the 
BMP system for storage and not just considered 
conveyance. This requires the swale to meet BMP 
design crieria.

Under Review

When is a system considered a swale and when is it a detention 
basin?  3 ft minimum setback (from edge, not center line) is a 
reasonable setback for small lots.  Concensus.  Suggested that 
this be discussed in the single family small group scheduled for 
Oct. 8th.

L15 Create best practice DOL for preliminary stormwater analysis for rezoning cases Under Review See L10 of August 27.
L16 Conditional approve for variance req gives design direction Under Review See L25 of August 27.

L18 When looking at lowering HGL, apply "KISS" principle Accepted and Needs Approval Workshops and training from staff to address model changes See L9 from August 27.

L19
When addressing comments, engineers actually do what they say they did to address 
comments

Plans are resubmitted which state that comments 
from previous submittal have been corrected when 
the plans show they are not corrected.

Accepted
Workshops and training from staff to address plan submittals 
and frequently missed items.

See  L5 from August 27.

L20 Simplify models for faster run times
Submodels are provided, as required by the State 
Stormwater Management Ordinance, to provide area, 
within the model, that is 100 times the project site.  

Not Accepted State requirement to show adequacy to meet 1% rule.

L21 Reduce parking requirements Zoning requirement Under Review

Goal is to reduce the need to build a parking lot for the once a 
year "Black Friday" crowd.  Need case studies on where this has 
worked, focusing on commercial retail spaces.  It is suggested 
to include commercial real estate agents in this discussion.  Not 
looking for a holistic change in parking lot standards, but a 
process to accommodate for this option. This will be a future 
discussion after the first round of Stormwater Design/Review 
Improvements are complete.

Under Review 5
Not Accepted 1
Accepted 4
Accepted & Needs Approval 6
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Column1 Workshop Recommendation (8/27/2021) Current Reality (Staff to fill in ) Recommendation Status Final Outcome & Why Notes from 9/17/21 Meeting

L5

Submittal checklist/detailed intake check for completeness Accepted Checklist to be created which addresses modeling concerns

PW will work with Planning and Stakeholders to create a SWMM 
checkist - Carrie asks if stakeholders prefer a detailed checklist or a 
broad overview checklist.  Stakeholders would like a walk through of 
steps you take to update the model with references spelled out and 
clarification of what needs to be in the report. Small Group Meeting is 
scheduled for Oct. 22.

L6 Present clear/concise standards and grant few variances Under Review See L7

L7

Specific process to update model

Engineer required to update model provided to reflect existing 
conditions. Regulations do not clearly state how to update the 
model (matches design methodology for City models and is in a 
seperate document than PWDSM

Under Review Staff will rewrite/develop edits to Ch. 8 of the PWDSM to make it 
more clear.

L8

Allow infiltration to count toward runoff reduction

Infiltration is currently allowed for runoff reduction. Comment 
appears to reference section 8.5.C.19 regarding. Recent 
discussions have noted that usage of ground saturation in design 
is limited to only public Right-of-Way project.

Under Review See L12 of August 20.

L9
Set static freeboard el. based on 100-year HGL in public storm system adjacent to site in 
ex. cond. model

Accepted and Needs Approval Accepted and Needs Approval under Consensus from 9/17. Consensus to use ROW or Nearest City Infrastructure.

L10

Lessen requirement for prelim stormwater analysis on new projects Accepted and Needs Approval

Initial agreement is for simplification as long as City Council agrees 
and the proposal does not go beyond Council's intent, e.g. not 
including final grading and other fine points until final design. A 
separate meeting to discuss preliminary stormwater analysis is 
requested. Oct. 1st meeting will be used to gather additional 
clarification and further deliberation.

L11 Recommend following discussion on prelim analysis from previous meeting Accepted and Needs Approval See L10.

L12
Keep comments on SWMM model only to dev site

Current modeling comments must address PWDSM 
requirements for no impact which must be proven up and down 
stream.

Not Accepted
The intent of the model is to check for off-site impacts and 
cannot be limited to the site. 

Staff is not sure what this comment means exactly.  Anyting that 
changes on or off site will have to be reviewed, if not only to see if 
HGL has changed

L13 Reduce req' detail of onsite modeling to pipes 24" and greater All structures and pipes are required to be modeled. Accepted and Needs Approval For private development - onsite limits will be to 15" Consensus to set onsite limits to 15" or greater.

L14

DPW - needs more finite SWMM models.  Additional surveying of infrastructure to be 
included in models.  Better accuracy. 

Models are updated within timeframe established by PW Accepted

PW has surveyed, to date, over 30,000 structures and has 
another 72,000 structures scheduled to be surveyed.  As 
updates are made to the model, the surveyed data is added 
to Master model.

Staff is working to get smaller SWMM models.

L15
2' Freeboard from BMP HGL Accepted and Needs Approval

Reviewing changing requirement to the higher of the BMP 
HGL or the nearest modeled public structure that it drains 
to.

See L9.

L16

8.5.C.3 – Need qualifier for flooding streets: 1) If flooding exists, flooding cannot be worse 
than existing conditions. 2. Most often the “flooding” is a brief peak, suggest 20-minute 
threshold to be over top of curb as long as no structure is impacted

Flooding defined in PWDSM as overtopping curb or centerline of 
roadway elevation in the 100-storm. 10-year + 1.5 = gutterpan. 

Not Accepted
May be reason for variance based on modeling anomolies. 
Adding this proposal would make reviews more complicated 
and time intensive.

This suggestion is asking for a time threshold on flooding - see notes 
from 9/3 meeting.

L17

8.5.C.7 1) 1’ in urban areas where HGLs are set by public infrastructure in R/W.  2) 2’ 
above the HGL for site piping requires the site piping to be sized for the 100-year storm.  
When every pipe is being asked to be modeled in SWMM, there are HGL jumps next to 
building aren’t realistic because water will drain down toward BMP.  3) We have sites that 
are at elevation 14 that are being required to have FFE at 16 twice the elevation of the 
FEMA maps

see line L15 Accepted and Needs Approval Accepted and Needs Approval under Consensus from 9/17 
as noted in L9.

See L9.

L18

8.5.C.7 – Utilize drawdown requirement of the BMP Clearinghouse.  This is an example of 
too many additional regulations other municipalities don’t have.  The requirement is in 
direct conflict with the premise of retaining water onsite.

Code requires 90% capacity within 48 hours of 10-year storm. 
BMP Cleainghouse utilizes drawdown for infiltration Click Here

Staff pulled this draw down time from Chesapeake, asks stakeholders 
if they have a suggestion for a different timeframe.  Staff would like to 
keep 72 hours but is open to hearing suggestions.  Email sent for 
clarification on  Sept. 17th with no response. Additional ask will occur 
during Oct. 1st Group Meeting. Staff will review whatever suggestion 
stakeholders bring back.

L19

City Ordinance Appendix D, Sec 1-13.C – Where impervious covers are decreasing and the 
runoff is less than either: 1) Match DEQ requirement. 2) Provide a simplified option rather 
than an analysis to point of adequacy

Regulation for flood protection is more strigent than DEQ 
requirements. Accepted and Needs Approval

Should be met utilizing modified design criteria for "small 
projects" and as noted on 9/17

As long as there is an existing system and the amount of water is 
being reduced, it should nto require a detailed analysis.  If there is a 
dramatic change, it will need to be reviewed on an individual basis.  
Projects with less than 20,000 sq ft of increase.  

L20

SWMM Requirement for Entitlement – Staff to review of the existing surrounding area.  If 
drainage is not an issue do not require analysis.  If required create macro SWM model that 
assigns a % impervious draining to BMP show that a % impervious can be addressed by a 
BMP.  No further analysis, only brief proof of concept.  Site plan will provide detailed 
analysis.

Accepted and Needs Approval
Staff will continue to work with design community on 
revised entitlement submittal requirements. For acceptance 
and approval see notes from 9/17 on L10.

Discussed with preliminary stormwater earlier. See L10.

L21

Consistency of Review Comments – Develop a best practice document for staff reviewers 
and consulting community.  Best practices do not mean a perfect model but a model that 
has realistic results and is not over taxing on time required from the modeler

Under Review

PW has a best practices document for SWMM models.  It is on their 
website and sent out with every model.  Request for a more user-
friendly format with a SWMM checklist, more concise.  This will be 
discussed more when creating the internal checklist by staff. See L5.

L22

City Providing New Models During Design – Do not allow.  This is unfair to the design 
community.

New models are requiered for those projects that received older 
models (more than 1 year ago) in order to comply with PWDSM.

Accepted Accepted as noted on 9/17 here in L22 and on L25.

PW does not want stakeholders using models that are over a year old 
(between requesting the model and initial submission).  Suggestion to 
add this information in the signed disclosure statement - have the 
contractor acknowledge that if the model sits for one year without 
submittal, it must be re-run. Consensus.

Large Com
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L23

Existing Condition Model – Comments should only pertain to the model that 
demonstrates stormwater on the proposed site.

Comments currently include impacts of proposed design which 
include off-site impacts. Not Accepted

Comments, on the existing conditions model, are provided 
when changes are made, by the design engineer, to the 
existing conditions model.  Comments are limited to the 
changes made.  If the design engineer makes changes to the 
model, outside of the area of the project, then comments as 
to why the changes were made should be made.

Discussed. See L7.

L24
Model liability – Consultant community would like a determination from the City attorney 
on the issue of liability of using these models for our design

Under Review Awaiting City Attorney response Staff will continue to work with the City Attorney on this item.

L25

Variance Process – Create expedited process for variance review.  Provide conditional 
approval of variance so long as criteria are met with the final site plan.  Yearly review of 
variance requests do standards need to be adapted?

See previous statements from August 13 Accepted
Can provide conditional approval parameters and include in 
site plan review comment letter.  

Staff mostly agrees; however, there is not a way to expedite the 
process as it runs concurrent with the project review and is included 
in comment review letter.  Staff is working on being more clear in 
comment letters and to ensure conditional approval is included.

L26
SWMM Model Request Form – Remove requirement that the engineer shall use the model 
if requested.  Standards are written to encourage model use.  Let that be enough.

Current PW policy requires that if model obtained by 
developer/engineer then it must be utilized for design. Accepted

PWEC agrees that the SWMM Model Request Form should 
be modified. A new second page will be added that will be 
signed at the same time and include most of the same 
language that was in the original transmittal letter. The 
following language will be modified, "...upon your submittal 
of the design, PW-SWEC will require EPA SWMM compatible 
model files to be provided back to the City of Virginia Beach 
unless project conditions change thereby waiving the 
requirement to use SWMM (refer to section 8.5.B of the 
Public Works Design Standards Manual). By signing this 
transmittal, the design engineer agrees to use the provided 
SWMM model as the basis of SWM design for this project, 
and any future submittals made using SWM design software 
other than SWMM will not be accepted for review unless 
the criteria for exemption is met. Also, we are removing 3 
steps in the process for requesting a submodel by having the 
transmittal signed with the request.

See notes from 9/3/21 meeting.  Expiration date will be added and 
sent to PW - consensus. 

Under Review 5
Not Accepted 3
Accepted 5
Accepted & Needs Approval 8
Unknown 1
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